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Do you have
Power Boost?
It makes it easier
to start those
difficult loads
In today’s control cabinet in factory
automation switch mode power supplies
(SMPS) are a common item to supply all
the system components with 12, 24 or
48VDC to comply with the low voltage and
machine directives.
SMPS technology has advanced significantly in
the last 5 years resulting in the products
becoming smaller better energy efficient and
now have Power Boost.
What is Power Boost?

With the Power Boost power supply i.e.
Compact Power Supply, these are able to
deliver 1.5 times the nominal current before
hiccup mode for up to 30 seconds dependant
on individual specifications. So typically a 10A
output will deliver 15A for the defined time.

For example a control system has 13A inrush
current when switch on due to a dc motor
starting, normal operating current is 8A. So
with a traditional SMPS you would need to
specify a 20A power supply where as a Power
Boost product a 10A device would be suitable.

This technology allows automation design
engineers to use smaller power supplies for
higher inrush current applications like
capacitive loads rather than traditionally fit a
much larger power supply to cope with the
inrush current for switch on.

Using the traditional 20A SMPS products, then
creates another problem with your DC circuit
protection in the event of an overload situation,
as traditional circuit breakers or fuses won’t trip
for a long period of time due to their I2T
characteristics. Unless you use DC electronic
fuses like the LOCC Box or LCOS CC.

Power Boost is a power reserve allowing the
power supply to deliver a defined amount of
current for a period of time, making it easier to
start difficult loads.
In traditional SMPS like the Lutze Delta series
can supply up to 1.2 times the nominal output
current before the fold-back characteristic or
hiccup mode occurs. In this event the power
supply automatically switches off if the current
exceeds this value or if a short circuit occurs.
After a defined period the power supply will try
to restart, if the fault still exists, it will switch off
again. The power supply will continue to repeat
this process.
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